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Abstract. A new multimodal biometric database, acquired in the framework of the BiosecurID project funded by the Spanish MEC, is presented
together with a brief description of the acquisition setup and protocol.
The database includes 7 unimodal biometric traits, namely: speech, iris,
face (photographs and talking faces), signature and handwriting (online and off-line), fingerprints (acquired with two different sensors), hand
(palmprint and contour-geometry) and keystroking. The database comprises 400 subjects and presents features such as: realistic acquisition
scenario, balanced gender and population distributions, availability of
information about particular demographic groups (age, gender, handedness), acquisition of skilled forgeries, and compatibility with other existing databases. All these characteristics make it very useful in research
and development of multimodal biometric systems.
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Introduction

Authentication methods based on biometric technology [1], which guarantees
that the means of identification cannot be stolen, lost or forgotten, are being increasingly demanded in security environments and applications like access control and electronic transactions. Big efforts have been undertaken in the biometric community to increase the security systems reliability by combining existing
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unimodal expert recognizers in order to implement multimodal authentication
systems [2, 3] which fit the market requirements. Nevertheless, in real-world circumstances, error rates achieved with state-of-the-art technology have slowed
down their generalized application. In order to overcome the difference in performance between laboratory experiments and practical implementations, there
is an urgent need for the collection of realistic multimodal biometric data which
permit to infer valid results from controlled experimental conditions to the final
application.
In the present contribution we describe the BiosecurID Multimodal Database
acquired within the BiosecurID project [4] supported by the Spanish MEC, and
conducted by a consortium of 6 Spanish Universities, Universidad Autonoma de
Madrid (UAM), Universidad Politecnica de Madrid (UPM), Universidad Politecnica de Catalu na (UPC, Campus of Terrasa and Campus of Mataro), Universidad de Zaragoza (UniZar), Universidad de Valladolid (UVA), and Universidad
del Pais Vasco (UPV). The main objective of the project was the acquisition of
a realistic multimodal and multisession database, statistically representative of
the potential users of future biometric applications.
Although several multimodal biometric databases are already available for
research purposes [5, 6], none of them can match the BiosecurID database in
terms of number of users, number of biometric traits and number of temporal
separated acquisition sessions. The data collected in the project are especially
useful for the development and testing of automatic recognition systems due
to some design characteristics such as: realistic acquisition scenario, balanced
gender and population distributions, availability of information about particular demographic groups (age, gender, handedness, visual aid), acquisition of
skilled forgeries (pin utterance, signature, and keystroking), and compatibility
with other existing databases. All these important design features were fixed in
order to comply with the main objective of the project, that is, to obtain comparable performance results between laboratory tests and real-world biometric
applications.
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Other Existing Multimodal Biometric Databases

Some of the oldest and most widely used biometric databases are XM2VTS
[7] containing microphone speech and face images of 295 people captured in 4
different sessions, and MCYT [8] database including fingerprints and signature
of 330 subjects. More recent databases include BIOMET [9], BANCA [10],
MYIDEA [11], MBioID [12], and M3 [13]. Other current initiatives in multimodal database collection closely related to the BiosecurID database are the
following:
– BIOSEC [14]. It was acquired under FP6 EU BioSec Integrated Project, and
comprises fingerprint images acquired with three different sensors, frontal
face images from a webcam, iris images, and voice utterances (captured both
with a webcam and a close-talk headset), of 250 subjects.
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– BIOSECURE [15]. One of the Biosecure NoE objectives is the acquisition of a multimodal database which will extend the efforts conducted in
MYIDEA, BIOSEC, and BiosecurID. The database considers three acquisition scenarios, namely:
• Unsupervised internet acquisition (internet dataset), including voice, and
face (still images and talking faces).
• Supervised office-like scenario (desktop dataset), including voice, fingerprints, face (still images and talking faces), iris, signature and hand.
• Acquisition in a mobile device (mobile dataset), including signature, fingerprints, voice, and face (images and video).
All datasets include 2 sessions, with the biggest dataset (internet) comprising
over 1000 subjects, and about 700 users the other two. Around 400 of these
donors are common to the whole database.

3

BiosecurID Database

The database was collected in 6 different sites, in an office-like uncontrolled
environment (in order to simulate a realistic scenario), and was designed to
comply with three main characteristics which make it unique in the current
multimodal biometric databases field, namely:
1. Number of subjects: a total of 400 users were acquired.
2. Number of unimodal biometric traits: speech, iris, face (photographs
and talking faces), signature and handwriting (on-line and off-line), fingerprints, hand (palmprint and contour-geometry) and keystroking.
3. Number of sessions: 4 sessions distributed in a 4 month time span. Thus,
three different levels of temporal variability are taken into account: i) within
the same session (the samples of a same biometric trait are not acquired
consecutively), ii) within weeks (between two consecutive sessions), and iii)
within months (between non-consecutive sessions).
Furthermore, the database was designed to be compatible with other existing databases. Thus, the devices and protocol used in the acquisition of some
of the traits present in the BiosecurID database (optical/thermal fingerprints,
face, speech and iris), were chosen to be interoperable with the Biosec database,
with 250 subjects. Moreover, both databases (Biosec and BiosecurID) have some
subjects in common, which will allow real long term (2 year) temporal variability
studies.
The BiosecurID database is also thought to represent in a realistic way the
population distribution where biometric systems will be deployed. Thus, all sites
were asked to acquire 30% of the subjects between 18 and 25 years of age, 20%
between 25 and 35, 20% between 35 and 45, and the remaining 30% of the
users above 45 years of age. Moreover, the gender distribution was forced to
be balanced and only a 10% difference was permitted between male and female
acquired subjects.
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Fig. 1. Example setup used in the acquisition of the BiosecurID database.

All relevant non-biometric data of each subject is stored in an independent file
so that experiments regarding specific demographic groups can be easily carried
out. The available information in these files includes: age, gender, handedness,
manual worker (yes/no), and vision aids (glasses, contact lenses, none). The
“manual worker” group includes all users having eroded fingerprints, and the
use of glasses, contact lenses or none of them refers to regular use.
3.1

Acquisition Environment

Each of the 6 acquisition sites prepared an acquisition kiosk following some very
general indications about the environmental conditions, regarding illumination
(neutral lighting with no preponderant focuses), noise (indoor conditions with no
excessive background noise), and pose of the contributor (frontal while sitting in
a non-revolving chair). This relaxed environmental conditions allow a desirable
variability between the samples acquired in the different sites which simulates
the changing working conditions of a real-world biometric application. In Fig. 1
we show the acquisition kiosk prepared in one of the sites.
During the acquisition procedure a human operator gave the necessary instructions to the contributors so that the acquisition protocol was followed. In
spite of this guidance, and of the usage of a specifically designed acquisition
software, some human and software errors occurred. In order to ensure that
the BiosecurID database complies with the acquisition protocol, all biometric
samples were manually verified by a human expert.
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Table 1. Acquisition devices used for the BiosecurID database.
Modality

Model

Main Features

Speech

Plantronics DSP 400

Noise cancelling. 10Hz - 10KHz

Fingerprints

Biometrika FX2000

Optical. 569 dpi.

Fingerprints

Yubee (Atmel)

Thermal Sweeping. 500 dpi.

Iris

LG Iris Access 3000

640 × 480 pixels. Infrared illumin.

Hand

Scanner EPSON Perfection 4990

4800 × 9600 dpi. 48 bits color depth.

Face

Philips ToUcam Pro II

CCD. 640 × 480 pixels.

Writing/Signature

Wacom Intuos3 A4/Inking pen

5080 dpi. 1024 pressure levels.

Keystroking

Labtec Standard Keyboard SE

Standard

3.2

Acquisition Devices

In Table 1 we show a list with all the devices used in the database acquisition
and its most relevant features. All of them were connected to a standard PC in
which an acquisition software specifically designed following the database protocol was installed. This programme centralized the functioning and launching of
all the devices, as well as the naming and storage of the captured samples and
management of the database, thus minimizing eventual acquisition errors.
3.3

Acquisition Protocol

Biometric data are personal data and thus have to be protected according to the
directives of the country where it is collected 7 . At the start of the first session
a consent form was signed by each subject in which the donors were properly
informed about how the personal information will be used, that these data will
only be transmitted to other institutions for research purposes and for a limited
period of time, and that they have the right to access their data in order to
correct, or delete it. The acquisition procedure started only once this consent
form was fully understood and signed by the donor. In Table 2 we we summarize
the biometric data captured for each user, which consist of:
Speech. 10 short sentences in Spanish (the ones used in the Ahumada database
[16], and the same 10 for each donor) distributed along the four sessions (4 + 2 +
2 + 2) are recorded at 44KHz stereo with 16 bits (PCM with no compression).
In addition to the short sentences, 4 utterances of a user-specific PIN of 8 digits
were also recorded, and an utterance of other 3 users’ PINs to simulate informed
forgeries in which an impostor has access to the number of a client. The forged
users in each session were n − 3S + 2, n − 3S + 1, and n − 3S, where n is the
ID number inside the database of the current donor, and S = {1, 2, 3, 4} is the
session number. The 8 digits were always pronounced digit-by-digit in a single
continuous and fluent utterance.
7

Directive 95/96/EC of the European Parliament and the Council of 24 October 1995.
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Table 2. Number of samples available for each user in the BiosecurID database.
Total Samples
38

Modality
Speech

Samples
10 short sentences
4 × 4 PIN
3 × 4 PIN forgeries

Fingerprints

4 × 4 × 4 optical
4 × 4 × 4 thermal

Iris

2×4×4

32

Hand

2×4×4

32

Face

4 × 4 still faces
1 × 4 talking faces

20

Writing

1 × 4 lower-case text
1 × 4 upper-case words
1 × 4 number sequence

12

Signature

4 × 4 genuine signatures
3 × 4 skilled forgeries

28

Keystroking

4 × 4 genuine name
3 × 4 skilled forgeries

28

128

Fingerprints. 4 samples (BMP format with no compression) with 2 different
sensors (see Table 1) of the index and middle fingers of both hands, interleaving fingers between consecutive acquisitions in order to achieve intravariability
among images of the same fingerprint.
Iris. 4 samples (BMP with no compression) of each iris, changing eyes between
consecutive captures. Glasses are removed for the acquisition, while the use of
contact lenses is saved in the non-biometric data file.
Hand. 4 images (JPG format) of each hand, alternating hands between consecutive acquisitions. The scanner used in the acquisition was isolated from external
illumination using a box with just a little slot to insert the hand, and covered
with a black opaque cloth.
Face. 4 frontal images (BMP not compressed), with no specific background
conditions (except that no moving objects are permitted). One video sequence
of five seconds saying the 8 digit PIN corresponding to the captured donor. Both
the audio (PCM 8 bit) and video (29 frames per second) are captured with the
webcam (see Table 1).
Handwriting. A Spanish text (the same for all subjects) handwritten in lowercase with no corrections or crossing outs permitted. The 10 digits, written separately and sequentially from 1 to 9 and last the 0. 16 Spanish separate words
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in upper-case. All the writing was captured using an inking pen so that both
on-line (following the SVC [17] format) and off-line versions of the data are
available. The lower-case text is collected in a different sheet of paper with no
guiding lines, while the upper-case words and the number sequence were stored
in a template-like page with boxes for each separate piece of writing.

Signature. 4 genuine signatures per session (2 at the start and 2 at the end)
and 1 forgery of each of the precedent three donors (the same three in all the
sessions). In order to consider an incremental level of skill in the forgeries, four
different scenarios are considered, namely: i) the forger only sees the written
signature once and tries to imitate it right away (session 1), ii) the user sees the
written signature and trains for a minute before making the forgery (session 2),
iii) the donor is able to see the dynamics of the signing process 3 times, trains
for a minute and then makes the forgery (session 3), and iv) the dynamics of the
signature are shown as many times as the donor requests, he is allowed to train
for a minute and then signes (session 4). Again both the on-line (SVC format)
and off-line versions of the signature are captured using an inking pen. This trait
is compatible with the publicly available MCYT database (330 subjects) [8].

Keystroking. 4 repetitions of the donor’s name and surname (2 in the middle of
the session and two at the end) keystroked in a natural and continuous manner.
No mistakes are permitted (i.e., pressing the backspace), if the user gets it wrong,
he is asked to start the sequence again. The names of 3 different donors are also
captured as forgeries (the same three donors as in the speech forgeries), again
with no mistakes permitted when keying the name. Samples are stored in plain
text files with the total number of keystrokes in the first line, then all the events
(SCAN code + D=press/U=release) with the miliseconds elapsed from the last
event in the subsequent lines.
Examples of typical images in BiosecurID database are depicted in Fig. 2
(different traits corresponding to different random subjects). Voice utterances
are shown as waveforms, while keystroking samples do not appear.
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Conclusions

In the present contribution a short overview of the existing multimodal biometric
databases has been presented, together with the description of the acquisition
protocol and contents of the new BiosecurID database, comprising speech, iris,
face (photographs and talking faces), signature and handwriting (on-line and
off-line), fingerprints (acquired with two different sensors), hand (palmprint and
contour-geometry) and keystroking of 400 subjects.
The distribution details of the BiosecurID Multimodal Biometric DB will
shortly be available at http://atvs.ii.uam.es.
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Speech. PIN (left), and short phrase (right)

Fingerprints. Optical (left), sweeping thermal (right)

Iris

Hand

Face

Signature. Original (left), and forgery (right)

Writing. Lower-case text (top left), upper-case words
(top right), and digit sequence (bottom)

Fig. 2. Example setup used in the acquisition of the BiosecurID database.
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